May 7, 2012

RE: Letter of Reference for Sebastienne Mundheim/White Box Theatre

To Whom it May Concern:
I am writing this letter in support of the exceptional work of Sebastienne Mundheim and White Box Theatre.
In 2011, for the Kimmel Center for Performing Arts, I commissioned Sebastienne Mundheim to create an interdisciplinary
performance for family audiences for the inaugural Philadelphia International Festival of the Arts. By integrating research,
professional artists, volunteers, and students, Sebastienne created a wonderfully inventive and thoughtful performance and
children’s workshop. The resulting project, “Paris Wheels and the Ready Maids ... not the Henri Rousseau that Some of You
Know” was a sold out show which engaged multiple generations of our patrons.
White Box Theatre is always able to enrapture and entertain audiences as young as three years old with shows of visual
magic and sculptural puppetry. The show Sebastienne created for us is an important morality tale of invention and
destruction at the turn of the twentieth century. The narrative follows Rousseau from his job as a toll booth operator onto the
streets of Paris where he observes everything from architecture, fashion, the bourgeoisie, and his contemporary artists to the
city’s zoo. Finally, the story expands into the larger issues of World War I where Rousseau sees how invention and
technology are not only for artistic uses but also for destructive ones. The performance asks us to emphasize imagination
over possession in our own lives, and during it children and adults alike are enveloped into a visceral, visual, tactile, and
emotional world.
This company can be relied upon to deliver work that has a rigor of research and thought, visual spectacle, and is accessible
across diverse audiences. In addition to performances, there are also participatory workshops where Sebastienne and her
cast lead puppet building and performance seminars for families. Children always delight in the opportunity to create their
own work and tell their own stories.
I am glad to recommend this work and this artist to any Performing Arts center interested in thoroughly engaging audiences.
Thank you,

Jay Wahl
Director of Public Events and Festival Partnerships
Philadelphia International Festival of the Arts
Kimmel Center, Inc
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To Prospective Presenters,
Sebastienne Mundheim is an artist who creates exquisitely designed performance works
that stand in a category of their own. She delves into her imagination to bring objects and
stories to life through a distinctive brand of performance works that are great for young and
adult audiences alike.
As an artist, Sebastienne creates immersive performance experiences that incorporate
music, puppetry, storytelling, dance and installation to make powerful performance works.
In 2009, Vermont Performance Lab brought Sebastienne and her piece “Sea of Birds” to
Vermont. Through fragile paper sculptures animated by dancers, projected imagery of birds
and birch trees, light and shadow play and lyrical storytelling audiences were transported
from their seats into Sebastienne’s imagination and the story of a young girl’s escape from
war-torn Eastern Europe. We received letters and drawings from audiences young and old
that told us what a moving performance experience it was for them.
It was also a pleasure developing community engagement activities with Sebastienne
around “Sea of Birds.” She has deep expertise in both hands-on workshops for adults and
audiences and for developing study guide and curricular materials that enabled both college
and elementary school students to engage in the art making and the ideas inside the
performance work.
I have seen several works of Sebastienne’s over the years now, and it is fantastic to see her
deepen her craft and continue to build a body of work. Through the power of her artistry and
imagination she continues to make highly visual performance works that also reveal
something about history and our own humanity.
Please do not hesitate to contact me about this special artist working in Philadelphia.
Sincerely,

Sara Coffey
Director
561 Fitch Road
Guilford, VT 05301
T: 802.257.3766
www.vermontperformancelab.org

